
10 A-List Celebrities Who Got Dental Implants

It is no secret that many famous people go to extremes when it comes to beauty and
maintaining their image. From hair extensions to nose jobs, the list goes on and on. But did
you know that even some of the top A-list celebrities have also gone under the knife…or, in
this case, drill for dental implants? In this blog post, we explore 10 of these stars who went
for a more permanent dental solution to give them that signature million-dollar smile.

1. Tom Cruise: This Hollywood sensation is known for his movie roles and signature smile,
but few know that he was missing two teeth before getting dental implants. That didn’t
stop him from achieving success, however, as he now has two perfect rows of pearly whites
thanks to his implants.

2. Kim Kardashian: Keeping up with the Kardashians star Kim Kardashian is known for
her glamorous life and stunning smile. Before she had dental implants, however, she was
missing a few teeth that kept her from smiling with full confidence. Now that the problem
has been fixed with implants, however, we can’t take our eyes off her million-dollar smile!

3. Jennifer Aniston: This Friends star is one of the most recognizable faces in Hollywood,
and her perfect smile plays a big role in that, check out
http://www.temeculafacialoralsurgery.com/. Before she got dental implants to fix her
missing teeth, however, she was not as confident with her smile.We offer a wide selection
of replica watches, including both cheap and luxury replica watches.The Rolex DayDate
Replica is the most famous Rolex copy, you can buy them at daydate2.top

4. George Clooney: He may be one of the most eligible bachelors on the planet but even
this heartthrob had a few imperfections. Before his dental implants, Clooney was missing
two teeth that would have been very noticeable when he smiled.

5. Angelina Jolie: This Oscar-winning actress has not just one, but two perfect rows of
white teeth—all thanks to her dental implants! Her million-dollar smile is what we all
remember most about her and it’s amazing to think it could have been different had she
not opted for these implants.

6. Brad Pitt: Another recognizable Hollywood face, this A-list actor also went for dental
implants to solve his missing teeth problem. Now that he’s got two perfect rows of pearly
whites, we can’t get enough of his signature smile!

7. Hugh Jackman: He may be famous for his roles in X-Men and Wolverine, but did you
know that Hugh Jackman was missing one tooth before getting dental implants? Now that
he’s got two perfect rows of teeth thanks to these implants, there is no stopping him!
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8. Scarlett Johansson: This starlet has long been known for her beautiful smile, but it
wasn’t always that way. Before getting dental implants, Scarlett was missing a few teeth
that kept her from smiling fully and confidently. Now she has the perfect set of pearly
whites to show off!

9. Miley Cyrus: This teen sensation was missing one tooth before getting dental implants,
which gave her confidence issues. Now that she’s got full set of teeth, her smile is brighter
than ever!

10. Demi Moore: This actress was missing two teeth before getting dental implants and it
kept her from smiling with full confidence. After the procedure, however, she has been
radiating beauty and showing off her beautiful smile to the world!

These 10 A-list celebrities have proven that no matter how famous you are, dental implants
can still make a big difference in your life and help you achieve the perfect smile. So if
you’ve been considering getting dental implants, don’t hesitate any longer! Contact us
today to learn more about how we can help give you the perfect smile.


